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#1 DVD Ripper provides you a fast and easy way to back up your favorite DVD movies and
not worry your children might be scratching the copies during day-to-day use. You can easily
convert DVD to AVI with latest DivX codec , MP4/H264, MPEG, WMV, MP3 and other
formats. You can take your DVD's on the plane, train or automobile, watch them on your
computer, laptop, iPod, iPhone, PSP or pocket pc on vacation, at work or at school, no matter
where you are, no need to take DVD Disc.

V7.0 or later comes with new preview ripping mode, based on DVD player, faster and more
compatible than ever.

key  features

Powerful capability

New generation High-speed encoder ensures smooth conversion of video and audio
data. (Dual-core CPU recommended) .
New preview ripping mode.
Brand-new user interface.
8 optional system languages
(English/Chinese/Japanese/Dutch/Spanish/French/Russian/Hungarian)
More compatible with most DVD like home made DVD and any other DVD playable.
Built-in full functioned DVD player.
Rips all newly released DVD movies and home DVD in the market. (Unique in the
world)
Rip DVD to Wii, PS3, Xbox360.
Convert recorded DVD to Windows Media Player compatible.
Rip DVD to MPEG1/VCD PAL/NTSC.
Rip DVD to MPEG2/SVCD PAL/NTSC.
Rip DVD to DivX, AVI, XviD.
Rip DVD to WMV((Zune, Pocket PC, XBOX 360, Archos Media Player, HP iPAQ
Pocket PC, Creative Zen Vision...).
Rip DVD to MP4/H264 ,MP3, M4A,AAC for iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, PSP, Zune,
Creative Zen players and many other portable players.
Rip DVD to 3GP, MP3, WMA, WAV, AAC, M4A for playback on almost all mobile
phones.
Extract the selected clip or scene from a DVD .
Rip each chapters from a DVD movie.
Crop settings for removing black bar of DVD movie.
Built-in LPCM,MPEG2 audio decoding.
Supports Ripping CSS(Content Scrambling System) protected DVD movies.
Removes region protection(Region-free) and Macrovision Protection.
Rips SONY ARccOS protected DVD movies(Unique in the world).
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Easy to use

Quick setting panel lets you choose subtitle,audio track,output format for each task in
the list easily.
More than 20 preset profiles for directly converting to specified device and format
without complicated configuration.
Automatically select main movie after loading DVD.
One click designing, load DVD and hit start.

Incredible Output Quality

Built-in 2-pass encoding ensures the best output quality.
Always keep Audio/Video synchronization .
Support latest DivX , Xvid and other codecs installed on windows.

Flexibility

Specify different output format for each task.
Converts entire movie or main movie.
Rip just the selected chapters of a DVD.
Convert any part of a chapter or title.
Remove unwanted subtitles and audio tracks.
Splits output file to specified size .
Make the output size fit in a 74-Minute/80-Minute CD.
Play back while ripping, so that you can see which part of the movie is being
processed.
Automatically shut down the computer when done.

System  Requirements

Os: Windows 95/ 98/ Me / XP / 2000 / 2003 Server / Vista
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